
A) Please confirm this is the first and only time you answer this survey
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Dayanand College of Law, Latur---Student
Satisfaction Survey 22-23
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Publish analytics
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No
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C)  College Name

738 responses

D) Gender
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E) What degree program are you pursuing now?

738 responses

Copy

Dayanand College of Law, Latur
Dayanand College of law,Latur
Dayanand Law clg
Dayanand College Of Law,
Latur
Dayanand law college, Latur
Dayanand Law College Latur

99.3%

Copy

Male
Female
Other

39.6%

60.3%

Copy

Bachelor (LLB )
Bachelor (BA.LLB)
Master’s(LL.M)
PG (DTL, ADR,IPR)16%

12.6%

31%

40.4%



F) Currently (AY 22-23) studying in class
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Criterion II – Teaching–Learning and Evaluation

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

738 responses

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

738 responses

Copy

LLB I
LLB II
LLB III
BSL I
BSL II
BSL III
BSL IV
BSL V

1/2

12.2%

16%
10.3%

7.7%

15.6%
14.4%

Copy

4------85 to 100%
3------70 to 84%
2-------55 to 69%
1-------30 to 54%
0-----Below 30%

21.8%

70.6%

Copy

4---Thoroughly
3----Satisfactorily
2---poorly
1---Indifferently
0--Wont teach at all.

51.1%

43.6%



3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

738 responses

4.The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

738 responses

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

738 responses

Copy

4-------Always effective
3-------Sometimes effective
2-------Just satisfactorily
1-------Generally ineffective
0--------Very poor
communication

9.1%

16.8%

71.3%

Copy

4------Excellent
3------Very good
2-------Good
1--------Fair
0--------Poor

14.4%

30.6%

52.7%

Copy

4------Always fair
3------Usually fair
2-------Sometimes unfair
1-------Usually unfair
0-------Unfair

26.3%

64.1%



6.Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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7.The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

738 responses

8.The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive(knowledge), social and emotional growth.

738 responses

Copy

4-------Every time
3-------Usually
2-------Occasionally/Sometimes
1--------Rarely
0-------Never

23.2%

67.3%

Copy

4------Regularly
3------Often
2-------Sometimes
1-------Rarely
0-------Never

18.6%

68.8%

Copy

4-------Significantly
3-------Very well
2-------Moderately
1-------Marginally
0-------Not at all

41.9%

48.5%



9.The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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10.Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

738 responses

 11. Your mentor (which is your class teacher)does a necessary follow-up
with an assigned task to you.

738 responses

Copy

4------Strongly Agree
3------Agree
2--------Neutral
1-------Disagree
0-------Strongly disagree

37.4%

53.8%

Copy

4------Every time
3------Usually
2------Occasionally/Sometimes
1------Rarely
0-------Never

24.9%

65.9%

Copy

4------Every time
3------Usually
2------Occasionally/Sometimes
1-------Rarely
0------I don't have a mentor

23.4%

66.5%



12.The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.
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13 The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing
right level of challenges.

738 responses

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

738 responses

Copy

4------Everytime
3-----Usually
2------Occasionally/Sometimes
1-------Rarely
0-------Never

22.2%

68.4%

Copy

4-----Fully
3------Reasonably
2------Partially
1-----Slightly
0------Unable to

27.9%

60.2%

Copy

4------Everytime
3------Usually
2------Occasionally/Sometimes
1-------Rarely
0------Never

8.8%

24%

59.3%



 15.The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.
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16.The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

738 responses

17.Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

738 responses

Copy

4------Strongly Agree
3------Agree
2-------Neutral
1--------Disagree
0-------Strongly disagree

9.2%

34.1%

54.5%

Copy

4-----To a great extent
3------Moderate
2------Some what
1------Very little
0--------Not at all

30.8%

59.1%

Copy

4------Strongly Agree
3------Agree
2------Neutral
1------Disagree
0------Strongly disagree

34.1%

56%



 18.Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

738 responses

 19.What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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20.The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.

738 responses

Copy

4------To a great extent
3-------Moderate
2-------Some what
1------Very little
0--------Not at all

8%

29%

58.8%

Copy

4------Above 90%
3-------70 - 89%
2-------50 - 69%
1-------30 - 49%
0---------Below 29%

27.1%

62.9%

Copy

4------Strongly Agree
3------Agree
2-------Neutral
1-------Disagree
0------Strongly disagree

33.2%

57.5%



21.Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.
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No

No suggestions

Good

Nothing

Good

No suggestions

.

Nothing

No

NA

Yes

Very good

Best

No suggestion

No any suggestions

No suggestion

Nice

No need

good

Very well

Be fair in internals



Very good

None

no

Great

Na

No any

Keep it up

No any suggestions

It's all good

All good

All is good

The teacher is good

Very nice

No any suggestion

-

..

very good

No need

Excellent

Everything is good

Share personal experiences to students to let them understand the difficulty in real life.

Everything is good.

Improve Time management.
Improve administrative time required for process.



Events are very casuals

No suggestions for now
Wr get better facilities and infrastructure.

Teacher should try to understand students weakness and help to them develop their ability

Please
Senior faculty must attend 2-3 lectures of IPC in BSL 3 rd year class.

Very excellent staff and teachers for teaching

The college shall provide access to students for the book out of the syllabus for regular
reading, took separate activities for different class and provide a ideal answer sheet of
University exam

Organise Group discussion
Organise debates

All teachers tech nice

Make it fun and practical

No Suggestion
Everything is best.

1.Giving an example in the class while teaching should not drag the actual topic.
2. In sport more scope should also be provided to girls, more games etc.
3. A complaint box should be provided in ladies room, to resolve their complaints without
coming their name in front, to avoid further problems.

No need to improve anything

.....

.......

All well alwes time...

Very good campus and college
overall quality of teaching-learning process in our institute is very good.

Teaching system is very good

Everything is ok

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Try to reach every student and



ask for their doubts. Make teaching a two way interaction.

Dayanand Law is very well college for Legal Education, and also teachers.

Suggestions : Please start the online lecture

Best institution

Good better best

My institute name is dayanand law college latur and my teacher staff and college is really
teaching satisfaction

Notes should be provided
Interactive session should be done
Evaluation should se done

1) please check students mindset and upon them guide in correct way
2) please give preference to regular students, some students came to college with recognised
person of institute or on behalf of him he does his work in short way
3) please take counseling of each individual students once in month

S

Cooperative teachers
Good teaching
Helpful notes for study

No any suggestions our college all teaching staf is a very well

Excellent

Great experience

Boys'bike and motarsykle parking is big issue in the clg and college staff are very bad
performing with students and clg security guard are comunicate with students very bad 😞

Fantastic, mind blowing beyond the word

College very good

All teachers staff is supported

Good behaviour for students, well teaching, college atmosphere good

No excuses



DPC PRACTICAL PROFESSOR NEEND TO CHANGE FROM COLLEGE, HER MENTALITY VERY
NEGATIVE BEFORE THE STUDENT. NO MOTIVATION, NO ENCOURAGES, ONLY Apathetic,
always demoralizing the students and creating a demoralizing atmosphere.

Care of tree's, cultural activities,and all jayanti's celebration

1) Those students who are a responsibility on there shoulders for there families. Or those who
are at the middle or old age stage. Not able to attend regularly everyday regular classes due to
there daily work. Arrange extra clasees for them at every holiday and night.

2) College non teaching staff not properly support to students at the admissions, exam fees or
any other time when they are need to guide for any of there process , non teaching specially
the वाजपेई clerk behaviors most of the students very roughly, insulting students and
demotivated there confidence. This is my own past three year's experience with him. Not with
me but most of the students have complained about him. Please arrange any Councillor or
control officer such type of mentally unfit staaff!!

3) most of the students are from very poor backgrounds. but the institute demanding various
types exyra charges when collecting fees. Sometime I find that the reason to show in receipt
are unreasonable or not providing us. But they collecting from us. Its humble request of this
institute to reduse such charges from fees and make teaching-learning process easy and to
healthy for every student who is a very vital
part of the institute. "EDUCATION PROCESS STUDENTS ARE IN THE CENTRAL POINT."
Thank You🙏🌹🙏

Everything is up to the standards. No suggestions.

It Is great experience of learning in our institutions.. So keep it up.
They try for development of students in all way.
Staff is also supportive n Encouragious.

Excellent teaching ,Teaching with examples ,Teachers took efforts for teaching .

Our teacher teaches us very well

Friendly teaching to students

The college canteen should be improved with the quality of food ingredients

The learning experience in institution is very well

Teachers should treat students with ethics.

Need cooperate with the students who are learning by self earning

teaching improvement

Teachers are verd good in interaction with student, they are very helpful in nature, college need



to be a free for parking it's very important for us..

Overall the observation is good about the college and respective teachers.

No suggestion needed.

Dayanand education Institutes Latur provides us very well quality education & also our all
lectures and always gives quality education

Ghete are no suggestions

All teaching and learning activities always better.
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